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Exponential library users

SRI experienced an exponential increase in the number
of library users. Schools were closed for August holiday
and students from the local schools around opted to use
Students exited using the library.

computers


New furniture orders



SRI farm flourishes

Before schools were closed we went to Ranjira primary
and secondary school; Nyakakana primary and secondary school also Mbega primary school. Where were given
a podium to talk with students in every school, where we
encouraged them to utilize the library because it was
near their homes and schools.
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Students were informed for one to be a
member of the library one had to register with ksh.20 per year. Many felt it was
quit affordable. Through this sanitization
exercise we were able to register 108
new library members. This new members comprises of students from upper
primary level to high school level, although the general community members are also encouraged to register.

Students exited using computers
Computer lab experienced more persons interested to have computer
knowledge. During this August school
holidays we had 11 more registered local school students’ computer trainees.

Library space, sitting boxes and table is
not enough for all this new members to
use them at the same time. This challenge will be solved by building a bigger library for the community. There has
also been a challenge of limited books
especially high school books, however
there are many primary books and story books. The organization still relies on
donated books from well-wishers.
Earlier last month the chief executive
officer of the organization had an
agreement with Kenya national library
Kisumu branch to be partners. They advised us to register library members
through them at a cost of Ksh.20 per
person in a year. In return they will provide us with more reading materials
and sometimes involve SRI in their outreach programs.
We look forward to work with other libraries across the country. In the near
future we will organize inter school debates and children story telling secessions.
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We informed local schools of our August holidays computer training program. Ms. Monica Lumumba SRI projects manager attendant Ranjira Secondary annual general meeting where
she explain to parents in attendance,
that their children were invited at SRI
for basic computer training running for 2
weeks at a cost of Ksh.50 per day.
11 students turned for the program.
They were introduced to computers
and also able to learn how to use Mi-
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crosoft Word application. Some of the
students were excited about the program and called some of their friends
to join them. The organization will be

organizing search programs every
school closing holidays.

New furniture orders
Orders were placed for school desks in
the carpentry workshop.
Mr. Steve was given an
order to make 2 desks.
Each desk carries an approximate of 10 students
for primary school students. The first desk was
made and the second
one is in the process of
being made. All chairs,
tables and sitting boxes
were also renovated.

SRI farm
flourishes
Hot peppers, Kales
and black
night shade
have flourished well
this month.
The organization is now
able to sell
these vegetables to
community
members.
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